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Crystals Book and Card Deck
2021-03

this beautifully designed pack of crystal cards will enable you to tune into the magic of crystals and gemstones with practical advice on how
to use your cards in illuminating readings for both yourself and others this is your ideal introduction to the dazzling world of crystals discover
the unique vibrational qualities of 48 different crystals and learn how to use them around the home for personal protection and within
meditation the deck also contains four elements cards so you can channel the powerful forces of fire water earth and air you will find out how
you can use crystals to work with the chakras the energy points in your body as well as knowing where to place which crystal around your
home and garden in order to heal yourself others and even our planet includes a 52 card crystals deck a 160 page illustrated book

The Tarot
2021-02-04

discover the ancient power of the tarot with this beautifully illustrated modern deck featuring a comprehensive introductory handbook and
full 78 card tarot deck this is the essential companion for those wanting to embark on their spiritual awakening use the tarot to take you on a
journey of self discovery and to determine your own path whilst navigating life s twists and turns with informed and easy to follow
explanations throughout a guide to the meanings and reversed meanings of every card in the minor and major arcana and some example
spreads to get you started this set is a complete and indispensable guide to the remarkable wisdom of the tarot in one stunning package

The Magic: the Gathering Oracle Deck
2024-05-21

from the extraordinary world of magic the gathering comes a beautifully illustrated 52 card oracle deck and guidebook featuring a pantheon
of gods iconic creatures and mythical beings from the greek inspired plane of theros from the team behind the dungeons dragons tarot deck
comes this officially licensed oracle deck comprising 52 all new illustrations that celebrate the characters creatures and lore of the world s
largest trading card game inspired by theros the plane where monsters prevail mortals endure and heroes ascend this magic the gathering
themed deck features exclusive art of jace the planeswalker hythonia the legendary gorgon and well known creatures such as the pegasus
chimera sirens and more with stunning illustrations the magic the gathering oracle deck also features a guidebook that introduces readers to
the practice of oracle cards including instructions on how to use and interpret the cards and descriptions of each card image both denizens of
theros and practitioners of oracle cards hold belief as a powerful tool that we can use to create our reality and with this deck you ll be
inspired to explore new realms of meaning
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Grace Cards
2005

designed for both beginners and those who possess intermediate level magical skills and anyone who simply has a great interest in celtic
history lore and magic

Celtic Magic Book and Card Deck
2023-10-03

the high deck brings to life and explains a whole new deck of cards with new games and a new take on symbolism and psychology included
here are a beautifully conceived and illustrated card deck explanatory manuscript containing wonderful games to play with the deck an
explanation of the fully formed symbolism of the deck with its far reaching implications for users lives creating an archetypal mirror for
personal use the thirty eight cards of the deck feature thirty two characters divided into red and black houses and eight individual persons
including the knight priest father lover vassal sinner child and maid together these cards form the mirror with which users may peer deeply
into themselves by creating the motley player a symbolic being in one s own image includes cards and book

The High Deck
2012

the cosmic patterns and universal truths of sacred geometry bridge past and future now you can put this ancient wisdom to work in your own
life with the sacred geometry oracle book card deck the sacred geometry oracle contains thirty three cards each representing a basic figure
or process in sacred geometry and relating to one of the basic patterns of the universe which form the hidden structure of our everyday lives
the accompanying 268 page book presents in detail the meanings of each of the thirty three cards and explores their esoteric philosophy and
how the cards can be used for divination meditation and self exploration

The Sacred Geometry Oracle
2021-11-30

the imagery of this unique 80 card deck helps the reader uncover memories from deep within the soul for profound personal insights unlike
oracle decks symbolon is designed for summoning the past rather than diving the future the cards which depict historical scenes from
european daily life as well as mythological stories can be used in two different ways to explore memories of the past the cards can be
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interpreted with a purely psychological approach which does not require any knowledge of astrology alternatively symbolon can be used a
remembrance tool using astrology each possible astrological constellation in the horoscopes is illustrated by the cards as an expression of
deep spiritual activity the booklet describes each card with both the psychological and the astrological meaning in addition each card is
interpreted by one of three positions in a spread as the problem the way through the problem or as the outcome

Symbolon Deck
2004

wild goddess oracle features 52 vivaciously illustrated cards and a 144 page guidebook that explore the mysteries of the universe outside
and within through the power of goddess archetypes illustrated by amy zerner and written by best selling author monte farber this full color
package is a work of art that will help you expand your practice of self discovery and empowerment zerner s powerful original artwork in
tandem with farber s mystical expertise offer insight into relationships personalities behaviors and tendencies adding layers of depth to
oracle readings the fully illustrated guidebook offers grounded easy to understand explanations of the cards as well as rituals meditations
affirmations earth magic spells and more to help you activate the power of the wild goddesses in yourself the book also gives a detailed look
at the many spreads practices and concepts that can be used with the deck providing deep insights into how each goddess helps illuminate
our contradictions our complex natures and the endless mystery of who we are

Wild Goddess Oracle Deck and Guidebook
2021-10-12

this unique book and cards kit contains a full set of tarot cards with wonderful full colour specially created artworks that illustrate the major
and minor arcana as described in aleister crowley s work on the egyptian tarot the book of thoth the accompanying book contains a
breakdown of what the cards are and what they can symbolise together with explanations of how to do different spreads that will enable the
user to consider important questions about their life and personal circumstances as well as their future both the book and the cards are
contained in a beautifully designed box that will become a treasured possession

The Aleister Crowley Tarot
2023-05-16

your heart is the center of your creativity your joy and your power your connection with your heart determines the quality of your life when
you open your heart you naturally begin to live from a place of inspiration hope and clarity every aspect of your life improves and you
become an uplifter in your family community and the world as rumi said your task is not to seek for love but merely to seek and find all
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barriers within yourself that you have built against it the profound heart opening messages and the stunning artwork contained within this
deck provide daily support on your journey into connecting fully to your heart so you can unleash its power of expansion within your life

Your Heart Knows the Way Oracle Card Deck
2020

as a follow up to caitlin keegan s successful tarot deck illuminated playing cards is a beautifully boxed set of two decks of playing cards
complete with a pamphlet including the rules to four popular card games and an easy three card tarot reading for those who want to use the
deck for tarot readings the pamphlet also contains a list of each card and its meaning as it corresponds to a traditional tarot card deck
amazon com

MAGIA CELTA, TAROT/ CELTIC MAGIC BOOK AND CARD DECK
2024

imagine between the visible and the unseen is a guiding force that some call spirit the holy will the divine the field or consciousness using
this card deck by colette baron reid will connect you to that larger consciousness and guide you as you travel along on the journey of your life
the themes of these 54 cards represent some of the places you ll visit the conditions you may encounter and the allies and challengers you ll
meet as you navigate a metaphoric map of your life s journey the enclosed guidebook will help you ask the right questions and interpret the
messages in your readings

Illuminated Playing Cards
2019

includes a miniature edition of the goddess within and a deck of 50 full color goddess cards for meditation

The Enchanted Map Oracle Cards Guidebook
2011

a beautifully designed box containing the influential and popular classic rider waite smith tarot deck and a book explaining how to do tarot
readings the rider waite smith deck was illustrated by pamela colman smith on the instructions of academic and mystic a e waite and
originally published in 1909 the pack will appeal to deck collectors as well as those interested in learning how to do a tarot reading it contains
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advice on how to look after your cards and how to use them in readings for both yourself and others and will be a perfect introduction to the
magical world of tarot discover what the universal symbols on tarot cards mean and how to use them to have clear insight into your everyday
questions

Goddess
1999-11-01

北欧神話をモチーフにした超豪華なタロットデッキ 本格的なタロットであなたの現在 過去 未来を読み解くことができます

DIVINE ABUNDANCE ORACLE CARDS
2020

from the author of books moon spells and moon magic diane ahlquist introduces her 32 card deck of divination cards full moon oracle cards
with meanings printed on the face of each card and a supporting guidebook this beginner s deck is designed to teach aspiring cartomancers
the ancient art of divination based on 14th century playing cards these cards are not tarot cards blending illustrations from u s artist david
stahl old world court cards from europe and modern day graphics diane has created a valuable tool for learning to access and hone the
intuitive mind easy on the eyes the cards feature an antique style background that minimizes glare which can interfere with intuition the
guidebook which is the same size as the cards and fits inside the card box gives a brief history of cartomancy diane s card reading
background and details about how the compact 32 card deck ties into the phases of the moon it also offers definitions for each card and
directions for reading several layouts to facilitate the learning process this beginner s deck displays the meaning on the front of each card as
no one card is meant to be read alone the guidebook shares an easy to learn method for making sense of and interpreting different spreads
to safeguard the cards and their energy an over sized 6 x 9 black velveteen drawstring bag is included this protective charm bag is lined with
gold satin and features a gold silk screened logo on one side

Tarot Book and Card Deck
2021-03

part the veil that shrouds the future learn to read the signs of the palm and to interpret the cards of the tarot this slipcased kit contains a
copy of our palm reading miniature edition and a palm sized set of 78 tarot cards
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WANDERING STAR
2021

this tarot deck is a must for all lovers of astrology with specially designed cards depicting the celestial symbols behind western astrological
signs the reader will gain insight into their own character their life journey and the lessons they are here in this incarnation to learn with
astrological content by bestselling author marion williamson and tarot content by tarot consultant and author tania ahsan this deck is set to
become a favourite for anyone interested in the metaphysical arts the 22 cards of the major arcana are named for the signs and celestial
bodies while the minor arcana court cards relate to the progression of the sun throughout the day the 56 minor arcana are divided into the
four elements that each sign falls in with tarot layouts that draw on astrological ideas about challenges saturn and expansion jupiter this deck
will allow the reader to explore not just tarot but also astrology

The Classic Rider Waite Smith Tarot Book & Card Deck
2024-03-05

ebook guide for the as the druid s oracle book card deck features runes oghams and geomancy with meanings and indications for each of the
cards

Earth Alchemy Oracle Card Deck - Connect to the Wisdom and Beauty of the Pl
2022

playing card oracles transforms the ordinary 52 card deck into an extraordinary divinatory tool each card in this divination deck features
exquisite original artwork that invokes the mysteries of the ancient oracles instruction booklet for card reading included oversized deck
measures 3 x 4 1 2

マジカル・ノルディックタロット
2021-11-19

with the uncertainty of recent times more people have been turning to astrology for answers and moon mapping has become increasingly
popular especially amongst young people ideal for those wishing to deepen their connection with nature and the divine and to take their
spiritual practice to a new level
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The Hip-Hop Queens Oracle Deck
2021-11-23

the chakana oracle is designed to create a connection from the user to the voices of the indigenous andean lineage whose roots go back over
500 years to the inka empire each card includes a photograph of an energetic companion from the andean cultural tradition as well as its
name in the native language of quechua and english energetic companions are aids that help the user activate animate and move energy
within different grids of time dimensions and portals these cards are printed on linen card stock to imitate the texture of woven cloth that is
so vital to the andean culture

Full Moon Oracle Cards
2018-06-18

人気占星術家の森村あこが 新しい時代のインスピレーションを得て創り出した これまでにない煌めくタロットの世界 大アルカナ 小アルカナ全78枚のカードはすべて 新鋭cgアーティストの貴希による描き下ろし

Fortune-telling
1996-10-30

arcturus has sold over half a million book and card decks worldwide

The Astrological Tarot Book & Card Deck
2023-07-04

the zenned out journey tarot kit features a deck of illustrated cards all created and illustrated by the author cassie uhl accompanied by a
guidebook to the minor and major arcanas with this deck and guide you ll learn to use your intuition to interpret the cards messages manifest
your intentions and connect with your inner self as you find insights on where you are and figure out your next move this modern set will
introduce you to the art of tarot readings with 78 lavishly illustrated cards a comprehensive 64 page guidebook to the tarot strengthen your
spiritual practice with this ideal kit for spiritual beginners and experts alike the zenned out series is an open invitation to seasoned and
curious spiritualists who want to explore their craft with cassie uhl s approachable steps and explanations to mystical tools and symbolism
readers can start using the information right away
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ENLIGHTEN UP - CARD DECK.
2018

explore your past present and future with this 78 card tarot deck and guide featuring the modern inclusive and witty pulp art illustrations of
the pulp girls the pulp girls are a dynamic duo dedicated to creating pulp art memes centering diversity and female empowerment with this
tarot deck and guide discover your strengths and take charge of your life with insight from the powerful archetypes of the major arcana
including justice strength the high priestess the magician the lovers and the fool and the subtle day to day details conveyed by the minor
arcana the suit cards of wands cups swords and pentacles pulp girls tarot deck includes 78 card tarot deck featuring fun empowering pulp art
illustrations an information booklet a guide to the cards of the major and minor arcana unlock your destiny with modern style using this
beautiful magical tarot deck

Love 'Em Or Lose 'Em Card Deck
2021-03-02

the tarot is much more than mere pictures on cards the pictures are physical symbols for spiritual concepts the images are symbolic
representation of archetypal forces and or beings which have always existed and have been identified and passed on to us by ancient
initiates and which provide a focus for us to use in self initiation spiritual development and the perception of hidden wisdom the tarot deck
included in this beautiful set was commissioned around 1451 by the visconti and sforza families and it is one of the oldest tarot decks in
existence the images on the cards have been faithfully recreated showing members of the sforza and visconti families in period garments the
borders of the elegant cards are adorned with gold metallic ink the accompanying book provides a history of visconti sforza cards 35 of which
are now in the collection of the pierpont morgan library in new york city the symbolism of the different cards is described along with
explanations of different ways to arrange the cards when seeking information about different aspects of life this beautiful gift box holds the
book and card deck side by side with a purple satin reading cloth folded and placed underneath the book

I Am the Magic Oracle Card Deck
2021-02-14

CRYSTALS BOOK & CARD DECK
2021
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The Power of Love
2016

The Druid's Oracle Card Deck Book
2011-04-28

Playing Card Oracles Deck
2006

Moon Magic Book and Card Deck
2022-10-11

The Starseed Oracle
2020

The Chakana Oracle Card Deck
2020-10

アルケミア・タロット
2012-04-05
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Practical Witchcraft Book and Card Deck
2024-11-05

The Zenned Out Journey Tarot Kit
2021-12-07

The Pulp Girls Tarot Deck
2022-10-24

The Golden Tarot
2013-03-21
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